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During the rise of Italian immigration to the United States between 1870 and 1930, the sceneggiata, a musical theater genre popular in Naples, began its tenure in the theaters located within predominantly Italian neighborhoods of the United States. The sceneggiata revolved around specific Neapolitan songs and was one of the few types of entertainment available to Italian-American immigrants in their new homeland (Del Bosco 134). Many Neapolitan songs are most familiar to us today by the recordings of these songs by artists such as Elvis Presley, Frank Zappa, and the Andrews Sisters, and of course, those recorded by such artists as Frank Sinatra, Frankie Valli, and Dean Martin, but it was within the context of the play that these songs were given meaning. These songs often addressed longing for home, the value of manual labor, and love, among many other prominent topics.
As Giuseppe Cautela, writing for the American Mercury Magazine in 1928 astutely noticed about the sceneggiata in the United States:
The latest novelty in the Italian Theatre is the sceneggiata. It originated in Naples, and its value, as Farfariello has told me, is purely commercial, not artistic. It has met with quite a success due to its character of sentimentality, based usually on a story of seduction and punishment, and many times of sacrifice and forgiveness by the seduced girl. Its theme, however, is not always tragic, but may be comic, illustrating some aspect of life of the Italian settlement. The starting point of the sceneggiata is taken from a popular song. This song is made to fit the dramatization of a story that will give opportunity to the actors to sing the melody at an appropriate moment during the action. It is no more or less than the exploitation of a popular title, as is done in the movies. The people like it because they hear singing and see dancing, and find an outlet for their emotions (Cautela 205).

	Like other ethnic theaters, the Italian-American theater was a product of the environment in which is grew and thrived (Aleandri 116). To some scholars, immigrant musical theater in America has seemed foreign and unrelated to the history of the American musical, and yet there was a significant amount of cross-fertilization. Remarkably, for such a pervasive and prevalent cultural medium for these new Americans, few studies have been conducted on the relationship between identity and the Neapolitan song. Since the sceneggiata is based around the Neapolitan song, it is representative of the Neapolitan immigrant community and an extended gesture allowing its listeners to synthesize their Italian and American identities. Because of this, it is the perfect medium to examine the Italian-Americans’ self-representation of their identity as new Americans (Martellone 240). While the sceneggiata in Italy focused on the value of manual labor and a lover’s betrayal, the sceneggiata as an Italian-American genre incorporated situations relevant to the immigrants and exploited “the exaggerated love and sentamentalized emotions of songs” (Astarita 295). 
The most important issue to consider is how this fundamental change in the genre’s themes helped to shape Italian-American immigrant identity at the turn of the twentieth-century. I propose that the elements of Italian immigrant identity found in sceneggiate allowed these works to serve as a means to showcase popular Neapolitan songs and to allow the immigrants to retain their culture and Italian identity in their new land while struggling to build new identities as Italian-Americans.  Two sceneggiate- Lacreme Napuletane and Santa Lucia Luntana- will be used as case studies for this phenomenon.
	Literally translated as “staged,” the sceneggiata is a genre of musical theater comprised of many components of variety-theater that was both sung and spoken in Neapolitan dialect, and had an enormous influence on early Italian cinema and realism.1 While the term in Naples evolved during the early twentieth-century, it was already in use for musical stage works in New York City at the turn of the nineteenth-century (Pine 59). The main component of the sceneggiata is the music and like the musical, the sceneggiata contained lapses in the action in order to feature a particular song. 
The sceneggiata originated in Naples around 1919, when the Fascist government placed into effect a two-percent tax on vocal music in order to deter and restrict improvisation since it was considered a catalyst for the deterioration of society (Pine 55-56). As a result, Neapolitan playwright Enzo Lucio Murolo decided to create a drama in which popular Neapolitan songs were the basis, “so that the authorities could no longer classify the show as a variety, but instead  [as] dramatic theater” and therefore circumvent the tax (Pine 55-56). While the plot was important, it was mainly used as a means to focus the attention onto the songs and as a result, many of the plots were written after it was decided which song the sceneggiata would feature, creating weak plotlines. One song was meant to exemplify the theme of the play and this one song would give the sceneggiata its title. The music, after all, could stand alone since each musical number was a popular song before its incorporation into the sceneggiata. Neapolitan songs vary in their musical attributes as do most other folk music, but the songs written about the longing for home are often plaintive ballads in minor keys and allied to an extremely fluid harmonic structure (Benedetto and Fabris, “Neapolitan Song”). Part of what makes the Neapolitan song unique is the classification of the primacy of the voice as instrument (Pine 74).
The sceneggiata contained three acts, each having a specific dramatic function. The topics of the sceneggiate were meant to reflect those issues that the people faced in daily life, such as the guilt of leaving Italy, discomfort in their new land, and the problem of language (Pandolfi 15 and Greene 76). Act I provided an introduction to the show, giving the background of the characters, their social status, and the situation, and introducing the title song. Act II had a parodistic and comical tone and served as a break between the dramatic conflict of the first act and the tragic ending of the third. Act III is generally brief, returning to the problem at hand and culminating in a tragic finale that is punctuated by the refrain of the title song (Runcini 216). Overall, the genre is made to exploit the duality of good and evil (Pine 54). In so doing, plots often revolve around love, honor, shame, and violence (Pine 59). The drama is often so exaggerated that one can go so far as to describe it as a musical soap opera. 
 There are various comic interludes throughout the work and a series of Neapolitan songs aside from the eponymous one (Marlow-Mann 201). As Jason Pine has noted, the sceneggiata “constitutes everyday sensibilities and economic practices” (Pine 38). Further, it is a “hyperbolically emotional display intended to garner sympathy, persuade, or distract” (Pine 54). Sceneggiate typically revolved around a love triangle featuring the stock characters of “Isso, Issa e ‘o Malamente,” or “Him, Her, and the Bad Guy,” in Neapolitan dialect. Although the sceneggiata in Naples is based on the variety show, its typical topic was by no means light-hearted: ‘Isso’ attempts to defend his honor and punish his betraying wife ‘Issa’ and the betrayed man then vindicates himself by killing her lover and inflicting a sfreggio onto her, which is a scarring gash across the cheek, from ear to nostril (Pine 60). 
	The sceneggiata was scarcely known outside of Naples until the rise of Southern Italian immigration during the Neapolitan diaspora from 1876 to 1913 when approximately 11.1 million Italians left Italy bound for the United States and Argentina (Bacci 158). The mass migration of Italians to the United States occurred in 1870 (Aleandri 97) and during the year 1879 alone, approximately 7,200 Italian immigrants arrived in New York, of which one-third remained in the city (Adams 676). About eighty percent of these immigrants came from lands in the Italian south (Frasca 267). By 1900, the Italian immigrant population in New York City was 250,000 (Haemi 4). Because of the numerous dialects that the immigrants spoke, they tended to settle in neighborhoods and tenements populated by those that spoke the same dialect (Carnevale 36). The one dialect that was common to most of the immigrants was Neapolitan (Carnevale 38). As a result, many of the immigrants chose to sing songs in Neapolitan dialect (Frasca 267). Furthermore, between the years of 1890 and 1914, southern Italian theater companies toured the United States and as a result, a large number of people involved in theater emigrated (Phillips and Vincendeau 46). The birth of Italian musical theater in the United States came in 1880 (Greene 90). While the sceneggiata reached the stages of New York City with the Southern Italian diaspora, it never reached the stages of Northern Italy, partially because of the cultural divide between the two halves of the country (Marlow-Mann 201).
	Unfortunately, the specifics regarding the theaters and theater companies that performed sceneggiate, as well as specifics of performances, are not readily available, so much of this paper depends on relevant information that is easily accessible. While there were many amateur theater companies, as the interest in Italian-American immigrant theater burgeoned, so too did the number of professional and semi-professional theater companies. Among them were the Circolo Filodrammatico Italo-Americano, the Mairi-Rapone Company, The Francesco Riccardi Company, the Antonio Maiori Company, the Teatro Popolo Italiano, La Scintilla, the Compagnia Filodrammatico Galileo, and the Compagnia Comico-Drammatico of Saverio Savarese and William Riccardi (Aleandri 361-362). Some of the famous names in Italian-American theater in New York City at this time were Eduardo Migliaccio (also known as Farfariello, the same man referred to in the Cautela quote above), Gilda Miglionette, and Antonietta Pisanelli, among many others. The performances took place beginning in the 1880s in such venues as Turn Hall, the Teatro Italiano, and the Germania Room (Aleandri 316). When larger spaces were required, companies would often perform in venues typically used for Yiddish theater, such as the People’s Theater, The Thalia, The Grand Street Theater, and The Atlantic Theater (Haemi 102). 
An article from the New York Times in 1900 gives a sense of what the inside of a typical Italian-American theater looked like, describing the Teatro Italiano, located a block and a half west of the Bowery on Spring Street: 
The hall is about seven yards wide. Wooden fauteuils, six in a row, on each side of a narrow aisle carpeted with cocoanut matting, constitutes the orchestra stalls. In the rear of these are a few rows of cane-bottomed chairs- the 15 cent places; and behind these, rough wooded benches with backs for the ten-cent places […] In all there is accommodation for about 230 persons (“At the Teatro Italiano”)

Another New York Times article dated two years later expressed the extreme value of the performances in the Teatro Italiano: “There is no doubt that it gives you a great deal for your money, even when on special nights the front seats are held at 25 cents each” (“Misteri di Mulberry”).
	Little Italy was the home to numerous theatrical companies led by stars such as Antonio Maiori and Guglielmo Riccardi. The performances were varied; while Maiori performed Shakespeare in Italian, other companies exploited the popularity of comedies and dramas in Neapolitian dialect. Many immigrants avidly attended puppet-play presentations of episodes from Ludovico Ariosto’s epic poem, Orlando Furioso, and Italian caffé concertos, also known as the café-chantant, and musical plays about local immigrant life were also given in the heart of Little Italy, Mulberry Street (Koegel 10). Among the entertainments available to these immigrants aside from theater were dance halls, penny arcades, phonograph and kinetoscope parlors, amusement parks, baseball parks, and nickelodeons (Bertellini 39). The theater for these immigrants was more than just a luxury- it was a necessity. Often immigrants would go without lunch just to be able to afford tickets to the theater (Seller 206).
As Martin Stokes has noted, “among the countless ways in which we ‘relocate’ ourselves, music undoubtedly has a vital role to play” (Stokes 3). It serves as a means of communication and cultural self-expression, and the means to establish ties of a shared culture and identity (Grune 87). During the influx of this diaspora, the immigrants brought their traditions with them and adapted them to their new environment; the sceneggiata was no exception to this. The difference between bringing tradition and adapting tradition should be noted here: the former indicates the maintenance of an established identity and the latter the making or altering of one’s identity. This is appropriate since the Neapolitan song plays an important role in the expression of a specific social class and a collective experience. At this time, small neighborhood theaters were the main form of entertainment in large immigrant communities and these performances were typically confined to predominantly Italian neighborhoods, such as the Little Italy in New York’s lower east side of Manhattan (Franco 137-138).2 This allowed them to adjust to living in a new and urban environment. Italian immigrant newspapers such as the weekly Il Progresso Italo-Americano often advertised various theatrical performances in Little Italy (Mullins 19).
	Immigrant-themed works were primarily designed for recently arrived immigrant audiences. Not only did these stage works serve as entertainment, but they also served as a means of retaining the Neapolitan identity that the immigrants felt that they could potentially lose in exchange for integration into American culture, since there was a large urging by immigration officials for them to Americanize (Romeyn 107). They also had the tendency to turn stories of Little Italy and its immigrant “characters” into stories about themselves. As Salvatore Primeggia notes:
Italian American Theater provided all-too-brief respites from the rigors of surviving in the New World, during which the immigrants were afforded opportunities to enjoy a chuckle or an elusive level of comfort. […] However, as the immigrants and their humor began to adapt and evolve, the early, homegrown favorites were rapidly replaced by more germane comedic interpretations of an immigrant society adjusting to American life both in and out of the Little Italys (Primeggia 131).

As a result, the sceneggiata served a dual role as both entertainment and catharsis.
The sceneggiata operated as a vehicle and space for the expression of a unified experience, in some ways serving as the voice of the immigrant. The characters were not lofty citizens of the upper class, but instead ordinary people and gave the audience characters and situations with which to identify. As Giuliana Bruno points out:
The characters in the sceneggiata are the popolo, members of the underclass or the poor artisinal class, caught between the familial and a harsh confrontation with the social and institutional apparatus. The difficult life in the belly of the city, among acts of deviance and revenge, or the painful separations of those who are forced to emigrate to America are the recurrent social subtexts of this musical genre (Bruno 171). 

As a result, the sceneggiata united those new citizens and depicted the average immigrant. One of the reasons that the sceneggiata retained popularity in Italian-American neighborhoods is that it established a sense of community among the immigrants and is composed of participatory, embodied affective experiences (Pine 36). As Emelise Aleandri has noted, “the audiences, composed of the displaced men and women of Italy, were hungry for entertainment, recognition, a support system, and social intercourse” (Aleandri 7). Although the quality of the sceneggiata was important, the manner in which the songs were performed was the main way that the audience appraised the performance; if the singer did not sing from the heart and move them to tears, then it was considered an unsuccessful performance (Pine 77). Unlike other types of theater, sceneggiata performances were known for the immense audience reactions and participation that these performances provoked (Runcini 219). In fact, accounts of sceneggiata performances mention that members of the audience often became so engrossed in the action happening on stage that they would partake in fights or embraces with random strangers (Grano 11-24).
 As a genre of its own, Italian-American immigrant theater began to emerge with its own identity in New York City. In the same way that immigrants had to adapt to living in a new country, so too did they adapt their traditions accordingly, although they did resist assimilation, but instead gave into acculturation. Giuliana Muscio analogizes the change in the sceneggiata to the making of tomato sauce declaring that, “Italian emigrants had to learn how to preserve traditions by modernizing the process of production” (Muscio 2). This resistance of assimilation and marginality of their Italian selves acknowledges that a priority becomes integrating into their new homeland and removing the stigma of otherness while still maintaining their sense of self.   
The Italian-American sceneggiata not only maintains elements of the Neapolitan sceneggiata but also infused new elements in them that related to the new situations in which the immigrants often found themselves (Muscio 3). As a result, some fundamental differences exist between the sceneggiata in Italy and the United States. In Naples, the sceneggiata was typically based on topics such as the value of manual labor, a lover’s betrayal, domestic grief, and crime (Del Bosco 134-135). As an Italian-American genre, however, these plot lines are still utilized, but in addition, they also include plots on the larger scale revolving around the agony of leaving home (Niola 25-42). The American adaptation does, however, retain the cultural and linguistic traditions of Naples. In essence, these immigrants had the difficult task of becoming the intermediaries between the two cultures to which they now belonged (Muscio 2). With the change in themes from the traditional Neapolitan sceneggiata to its Italian-American counterpart, they raise issues and sentiments that are relevant and shared among the immigrants. After all, it is unlikely that anyone in the audience did not feel nostalgia, longing for home, or did not miss loved ones back in Italy. 	
The sceneggiata became a way for immigrants to relate and sympathize with one another, and abate feelings of alienation in their new home, furthering the establishment of community in a strange new land. As Giuliana Muscio reminds us, “The theme of the transformation of the cultural tissue of a small community, which, notwithstanding the strong external stimulus, still tends to preserve its own traditions” (Muscio 6). This is evident in the sceneggiata; while Italian immigrants maintained the practice of bringing this genre to their new country, it was only performed in Italian-American communities, in the heart of the immigrant culture. Additionally, the continued use of the Neapolitan dialect in the sceneggiata as a result of the immigrant community’s resistance to learning English, also allowed them to preserve their traditions while facing external stimuli (Muscio 6). The majority of the Italian-American sceneggiate were created in New York and written by Francesco Pennino, Francis Ford Coppola’s grandfather, and performed in the two theaters that he owned (Muscio 1). For Pennino, the revitalization and preservation of this genre was an important part of his identity. It is probable that this may have affected Coppola’s decision to become a director.  
Many of the sceneggiate written during the 1920s and 1930s abound with the longing for home as a topic, such as the sceneggiata Ll’isola d’’e lacreme, or The Island of Tears, written and premiered in October 1932, about Ellis Island. In Italian-American sceneggiate on this topic, one of the most pervasive scenes featured correspondence between the immigrant and a loved one back in Italy. In the title song of the sceneggiata Lacreme Napulitane (Neapolitan Tears), written in 1925, the immigrant writes a letter home to his mother at Christmastime in which he laments his longing for home and how much he wishes he could hear the Zampogna (a type of bagpipe instrument native to southern Italy and typically associated with Christmas) and see the sky of Naples. Libero Bovio and Francesco Buongiovanni composed the eponymous song in New York and they filed for a copyright for it in 1919. It was adapted into a two-act sceneggiata by Osvaldo Maione and Tony Marchi, and was perfomed by the Teatro Popolare Italiano in New York in 1925.
	The most provocative line of the song occurs in the refrain in which the protagonist asks his mother in his letter “how many tears will America cost us Neapolitans?” The realization of economic difficulty in Italy and extreme poverty in the United States is also prevalent; a situation with which many of the audience members were most likely acquainted. The closing line of the refrain, “How bitter is the bread,” represents the dream for which most immigrants traveled to America, but the hardships they must face in the reality of adjusting to a new land which, like the bread, will give them sustenance. In one line of the song the singer refers to himself and other immigrants as “butcher’s meat.” Additionally, the use of the mandolin serves as a reminder of the music back home. As one second-generation Italian-American woman put it:
There are so many of these songs and some are real tear-jerkers. My mother would bawl her eyes out every time she heard 'Lacreme napulitane', a song that describes the drama of a Neapolitan immigrant in America […] He is singing to 'mia cara mama' who is in Naples, but as with most things Neapolitan, it has a double meaning as he is also singing to his other mother, Napoli (Anonymous interview). 

This, in essence, is something that the immigrants could relate to: if they did not literally leave their own mother behind, they did leave Mother Naples behind.
The second sceneggiata of this study, Santa Lucia luntana (Santa Lucia Far Away), also bears the Italian title, Ricordi di Napoli and the English titles, The Immigrant and Memories of Naples and deals with the difficulties of being an Italian immigrant in New York (Muscio 3 and Bruno 54). This song, too, was composed in New York and the song received copyright in1919, but it is unclear when it became the basis for a sceneggiata, or where the sceneggiata was performed. Based upon the title song which recounts one’s longing for Naples and the wish to return home, it was adapted from the original Neapolitan version by Oscar DiMaio and was filmed in 1931 (Scialò 74). A prominent theme in this sceneggiata along with most others is home-sickness and the dream of returning home, fueled by the unreality of the American dream and the hardships faced by the immigrants. The dream of returning home illustrates the inevitable negotiation between the different selves of the immigrants and that the pull of nostalgia and the longing for one’s homeland often represents the inability to negotiate one’s identity. 
One of the things that make this scenggiata special in its filmed version is that unlike the majority of Italian-American scenggiate, both English and Neapolitan are spoken. Giuliana Muscio summarizes that, 
…from a thematic point of view, Santa Lucia luntana is characterized by a traditional ‘Neapolitan’ plot, with family at the center, but work and manners feature prominently too, as “American issues.” In its very text the film offers a representation of the very process of “hyphenation,” the construction of the Italian-American identity, preserving Italian cultural roots, while interacting with American culture and values. Contradictions are still predominant- but the process of integration has started (Muscio 7).

  Integration, therefore, initiates the process of hyphenation, and hyphenation inevitably leads to re-identification.
In a 2001 interview with the Italian newspaper La Repubblica, famed Italian-American director Martin Scorsese remarks on the cultural power of capturing sceneggiate on film and its relationship with Italian-American identity. Specifically naming Santa Lucia luntana, Scorsese remarks that it that revives
…the Italian American production of the 1930s, that no one knew existed. Santa Lucia Luntana lasted almost an hour, is from 1931, and took place among the immigrants in New Jersey. For me, this return to the past brought about very strong emotions. My parents, who were born in New York but maintained the Sicilian culture of my grandparents, were a very poor family. One of my father’s sisters married an Italian American that made money and went to live in New Jersey, and so it was an aspiration, signified a growth of social status for an immigrant to leave New York for the country (Fusco 34). 3
	
Scorsese surely did not stand alone in this childhood experience. The sceneggiata for him represents his tripartite synthesis between his identification as an American, an Italian, and an Italian-American.  
Unfortunately, because the majority of immigrants who would have seen these original performances at the turn of the century are no longer alive, it is difficult to get first hand accounts of their kinship with these sceneggiata performances. Instead, we must rely on the children and grandchildren of these immigrants, such as Martin Scorsese, to recount how influential these performances were for them and their families in establishing their identity in a new land. Italian immigrant theater began its decline around 1910 and immigrant cinema gradually replaced live neighborhood theater (Haemi 139). As John Corbin points out in his famous article on Italian and Yiddish theater, “How the Other Half Laughs,” the reason for this decline is a result of the assimilative practices of the newer generations, remarking that for this reason, “An Italian theatre could appeal only to newer arrivals and to those of the past generation who have not forgotten their old life and the joy of true acting” (Corbin 36).
Many of the early directors and production companies such as Dora Films were heavily reliant on the sceneggiata for material (Bertellini 262). Out of fifteen known Italian-American films dating from this era, nine of them have been identified as sceneggiate (Muscio 274).4 In the same way that theater drew an audience and established a sense of community that allowed immigrants to interact in ways that may have been difficult outside the theater, immigrant cinema functioned in the same way (Bertellini 263-264). When directors began to film sceneggiate in the 1930s, they were often produced in Fort Lee, New Jersey, a predominantly Italian area in which most of the movies filmed there were dominated by music (Phillips and Vincendeau 47). There were also several filmed in New York (Franco 161). While the filmed sceneggiate declined in popularity in Italy in the 1950s in Italy, there was a resurgence in the 1970s thanks to famed sceneggiata singers such as Mario Merola, Nino D’Angelo, and Pino Mauro. Much of this success can be attributed to the fact that they succeeded in bringing these films to those outside of Naples (Pine 70). Sadly, in the United States however, this same resurgence did not occur.
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